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I Wal.erlily (Numphaea giganleal pool
I on Mertens Creek.
I Photo - Kevin Coate

I Cliff face and plunge pool at the head
I of Emma Gorge in the Cockburn
I Ranges.
Photo - J. Mcceough

I On th€ track to Crystal Creek.

I Photo . Kevin Kenneally
t

protection of patches, both inside and
outside conservation reserves,

CALM has started a monitoring
program on the Mitchell Plateau, to
provide the data that are needed to set
management priorities objectively. In
1990 two rainforest patches inagroupof
three were fenced, and these are being
monitored. As well as working on the
rainforest. the L,4NDSCOPE Expedition
would collect insectivorous and trigger
plants, capture and release bats, settraps
to capture live mammals (especially
brush-tailed phascogales), monitor
scrubfowl mounds and collect soil
samples for dieback research.

ANATOMY OF AN
EXPEDITION

The expedition began in Kununurra
with abriefingatthe CALM office, where
volunteers metChris Done the Kimberley
Regional Manager and Gordon Graham
the regional ecologist. The expeditioners
ranged in age from 15 to 74, and came
fromallwalks oflife. The attributes they
shared were a love of nature, a desire to
explore the Kimber ley,  and a
preparedness to contribute towards the
cost of the expedition.

Departing Kunununa, the expedition
convoy comprised two four-wheel-drive
buses and a utility. Gordon Graham
joined the expedition a couple of days
later, bringingan additional four-wheel-
drive vehicle. We drove for most of the
first day to get into the study region.
Camp was made at dusk at Miner's Pool
on the Drysdale river, and the first mist-
nets were erected across the river to
catch any unsuspecting bats.

On the second day we continued
north, stopping for lunch at the King
Edward River crossing. Here, on the
damp sandy edges of the river, a myriad
of small flowering herbs were growing,
providingAllen Lowrie with a botanist's
paradise. Plants were collected and fl ower
buds preserved for chromosome studies
back in the laboratory. Later that daywe
reached the study site, and made camp at
Mertens Creek among spinifex and

massive sandstone outcrops. As soon as
we arrived, the bat team rushed out and
set up their mist nets abov€ the creek.
Around the campfire, after dinner, each
of the scientists presented an overvie\,\,
ofthe day's activities, followed by general
discussion and a briefing for the next
day. This becamea regularevening event.

An excursion was planned for the
next day to Mitchell Falls, via Mertens
Falls. Along the way, patches of forest
fringing the river were examined, and
creeks and pools searched for aquatic
plants. At a pool covered in flowering
w ater lilies (N g mp h a e o g i g an t e a ) b ehind
Mertens Falls, we made ourfirstexciting
botanical discovery. Crowing in the pool
was flowering and fruiting material of
the water-wheel plant lAldrouanda
uesiculosa). This plant, a member of the
sundew family Droseraceae, had been
recorded in the Kimberley in 1905, but
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I Frequent fiyes destroy signs on the
I Plateau.
I Photo - Kevin Nenneally

I Bundles of spear gftss (Helercpogon

I contortas) seed heads await the
I unwary walker.
Photo - Kevin Kenneally

I A rarely-collected aquatic flowering
lolanl, Trkticha tifan'a, growing above
I Mitchell Falls.
Photo - Xevin Kenneally

the specimen has never been located. At
Mitchell Falls we made another
discovery. Flowering and fruiting
specimens ofyet another poorly known
aquatic plant, Tristicha trifaria, were
collected. This plant, widespread in the
tropics, forms a dense mosslike mat and
attaches itself to rocks in fast-flowing
creek and rivers, flowering only when
the water level drops and the plants are
exposed.

From the fourth day onwards, the
participants grouped into several teams
to assist the scientists with various task,
including monitoring rainforest plants
and disturbance ofthe patches, yecording
birds of the rainforests, locating
scrubfowl mounds, collecting
carnivorous and trigger plants and
helping to set mammal traps.

TO BOLDLY GO...
Despite having been briefed on the

hazards likely to be encountered in
rainforest surveys, even the most
enthusiastic volunteers later agreed that
it was an arduous task. The Mitchell
Plateau was exceptionally dry for this
time of the year, and large arear; were
covered in dense, above head height,

s tands of  seeding spear  grass
(Heteropogon contortusl. Walking
through the spear grass to reach the
rainforest patches, most people became
uncomfodably aware of how the needle-
sharpseedsof thisspecieshave no respect
for any part of one's body!

There is an abruptboundary between
the rainforest and the surrounding
grasslands, and itwas areliefto enterthe
shade of the dense canopy. Theye is no
grass understorey in the rainforesl just
a dense leaf litter, but we were
immediately confronted with the
climbing caper (Capp aris Wiaria) that
has razor-sharp thoms guaranteed to
scratch or effectively trap intruders.
Other hazards included fire vines
(Mukuna diabolica\, which cause burn-
like wells on contact with exposed skin,
and numerous biting green ants, but
none ofthese dampened the enthusiasm
of the volunteers. Bird observations were
.noted, flowering and fruiting plants
collected, and photographic records
made of recent cattle damage. The pilot
ofa helicopterstationed at Mertens Falls
told us thatwhenheli-mustering, he had
flushed about 60 head of cattle from one
oatch of Plateau rainforest!

Each evening, volunteers helped the
scientists to erect and check mist-nets
for bats. These forays would have been
more productive if the nights had been
warmer. Nevertheless, the expedition
collected data on 12 bat species, including
the large-footed myotis (Mgotis
adaersusl , lwo species of long-eared bat
(Nvctophilus bifax and N. walkeril, the
black fly ing f ox (Pt er o pus a le c t o) and the
rare golden horsesho ebal (Rhinonicteris
aurantius\ .To strldy the flight capability
of the different species, theirwing-shapes
were traced. This information will
provide a basis for understanding their
foraging strategies and dependence on
differenthabitats. The batswere released
with tiny bioluminescent markers glued
to their rumps, so that they could be
tracked in the dark. This allowed the
team to record the echolocation calls
made in free-flightby the smallbats and
know that the recordings were not of
other bat species flying unseen in the
dark. CALM is compilinE a dictionary of
these calls for use in future bat surveys.
This is similar to a technique that is
commonly used in bird surveys, where
species are identified from their calls,
and is invaluable when attempting to



monitor animals that you can not see
easily.

On one day, a party went to Crystal
Head (so named by the explorer Phillip
Parker King because of the quartz
crystals found there) to examine the
coastal mangrove community at the
mouth of Crystal Creek. On ourretuynto
camp we were informed that a fire had
burntthrough the rainforest monitoring
patches. Unfortunate though thiswas, it
gave us the opportunity to observe the
impact of fire on the patches. Teams
were organised to study these areas first
thing the next morning.

On our arrival at the monitoring
sites, we found that although the fire had
been patchy, much of the spear grass
surrounding the rainforests had
succumbed to the f lames,  and in
numerous places the fire was stil l
smouldering. Fallen, burning trees had
left fire trails into the patches, and
numerous stumps were still burning
around the edges.

Small saplings and seedlings growing
on the patch perimeter had been killed
bythefire, and the canopies ofthe larger
trees were severely scorched. Numerous
bird species that would normally be
confined to the surrounding woodland
had taken refuge in the rainforest. Among
the casualties ofthe firewere some ofthe
empty mammal traps ofzoologist Susan
Rhind.

The fire also exposed the abandoned
scrubfowl nests that the expeditioners
had so painfully located and mapped in
the dense spear grass surrounding the
patches only the day before. Orange-
footed scrubfowl build their mounds only
in rainforest patches, where they can
scratch together a mound ofsoil and leaf
litter. The decomposing litter provides
the heat needed to incubate their eggs.
There were several abandoned mounds
outside each of the patches, providing

I Susan Rhind with her burnt traps.
I Photo - Kevin Kenneally
I

I Norm McKenzie tracing bat wing
I outl ines.
I Photo - Kevin Coate

I The burnt perimeter of a rain forest
I latch immediately alter a fire.
I Photo - Kevin Kenneally

direct evidence ofthe recent contraction
of the rainforests. The only mounds found
that were in use were inside the fenced
rainforest patches.

Another day an excursion was
arranged to Airfield Swamp to collect
semi-aquatic plants and to examine the
tiny flowering herbs growing in damp
mud under  a grove of  cadjeputs
(Iulelaleuca uiridiflora). In an area of
knee-deep water ,  a  b ladderwort
(Utricularia tubulata) previotssly only
known from near Kununurra, became
the second record for Western Austraha.
Many volunteers enjoyed their first
experience of'belly botany', lying prone
to examine minute plants, and
experimenting with the pollination
mechanisms of triggerplants under tne
guidance of Allen Lowrie. Several feral
cattle were sighted amongst the long

grass surrounding the permanent water,
and evidence oftheir destructive presenc€
was everywhere. The vegetation \a/as
trampled and the soil compacted, some
areas had been completely cleared by
constant dust bathing, and the trunks of
the cadjeputs had been damaged by
butting and rubbing. Also, grasses had
been introduced, presumably in cattle
dung.

RETURN FROM THE WILD
On the seventh day we left the Plateau

to return to Kununurra. On our way
south,wetook a detour onto the trackto
the old Mitchell RiverStation to examrne
the boundaries of a proposed nature
reserve. This area contains spectacular
stands of the tall cycad lCycas lane-
poolei), wbich were found to be
outs ide the proposed boundar ies.
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Recommendations have been made to

the Environmental Protection Authority

to  inc lude these unusua l  P lan t
communi t ies  w i th in  the  Proposed
resenue. Soil sampleswere collected here

and from other sites, to be screened for

the presence of dieback fungus. They

have since tested negative.
Our last campsite was on El Questro

Station, about 90 km ftom Kununurra.

Unlike those on the Mitchell Plateau'

rainforest patches in the EastKimberley

are confinedto deep, moistgorges. There

are several examples on the Station, and

we investigated one in Emma Gorge in

the Cockburn Ranges.
The last night was the Perfect

opportunity to review the success ofthe

exped i t ion  wh i le  re lax ing  around

the campfire. Much to the delight

o f  the  members ,  our  Swed ish

botanists arranged an impromptu

Midsommarstang ceremony, symbolised

by a decorated pole and the drinking of

mul led  w ine ,  wh ich  t rad i t iona l lY

celebrates the northem summer solstice.

This simple gesture brought people even

closer together to reflect on what they

had achieved during their week in the

wilderness.
Although the expedition has ended,

much of the scienti[ ic analysis remains

to be done. The expedition memberswill

be kept in touch with results as they are

published. The group has since gathered

at  a  reun ion  even ing  to  share
photographs and distribute summary

feports.
Expeditioners can be satisfied in the

knowledge that they have contributed

to\ ards a greater understanding of

biodiversity in the Kimberley. Future
genera t ions  w i l l  benef i t  f rom the

scientific discoveries made possible by

their involvement.

I Revenge! A cave gecko bites his

I captor.
I Photo . Kevin Coate

I Often forming dens€ Patches.
I Lechenaultia filiformts is the only
I member of this genus in the
Kimberley.
Photo - Kevin KeneallY
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Kevin Kenneally is a ptincipal research scientist at CALM'S Western Australian

Herbarium and can be contacted on (09) 334 0500. Daphne Edinger is a CALM

honorary botanist and can be contacted on (09) 334 0500' Norm McKenzie is a

principal research scientist at CALM'S Western Australian wildlife Research centre at

Woodvale and can be contacted on (09) 405 5100.

The Mitchell Plateau expedition was led by Kevin Kenneally and well-known naturalist

Kevin Coate. They were assisted by CALM bat experts Dr Tony Start and Norm McKenzie'

botanists Daphne odinger and Allen Lowrie, and Murdoch University doctoral student

Susan Rhind.

If you would like more information about futu rc LANDSCOPE ENpeditions' please

contact Jean collins at uWA Dxtension on (09) 380 2433 or FAx (09) 380 1066'
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Wildfires are sgnonamous uith
W tem Australian summer' but uhat
can be done to lasen the threat to life
and propertg? Lachlan McCaw
discusses the problem on page 49,

Daisies belong to the Asteraceae
familg, one of the world's largest
families of llouering plants. Staanne
Curry presents some of them in
'Delightful Daisies' on page 41.
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Aborigines haue eked out a liuing in
the harsh Westem Desert region for
thousands of Uears. Their intimate
knowledge of the desert is helping
sciqntists leam more about its plants
and animak. See 'Agging Stick and
Desert Dwellers' on poge 10.

'Rainforests and Bats', on page 34, tells
the stora of the recent LANDSCOPE
Exoedition to the Mitchell Plateau.

Can images from space help locate
desert mammals? See 'From Buckshot
to Breakauags' on page 23-

ARBoR DAY POSTER COMPETITION .................. 46

Cape Barrm geese liue on the islands
and rocks of the Archipelago of
Recherche. A few geors ogo their
numbefi aryeared aery lou and their
suruiual uas in doubt. Houew\ a
recent surae| of the islands has
brought good news with a marked
incaease in the bfud's population.

The illustration is bU Philirya
Nikulinsky.
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